
 

 

 

 

 

ECOSE
®
 BAR & CHAIN OIL 

 

ECOSE® Bar & Chain Oil has been formulated to provide maximum protection over a wide temperature range.  This 
tacky lubricant contains special additives to protect bar and chain against wear and to cling steadfastly and resist 
sling-off.  This product has effectively been used to lubricate roller chains, slides and other equipment in the 
industrial and agricultural areas where cling, anti-wear performance is required. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS: 

ECOSE® Bar & Chain Oil is fortified with tackifier to reduce dripping and sling-off.  Foam inhibitors minimize product 
foaming, and increased anti-wear agents and detergents insure longer bar, chain and sprocket life. 

 Adheres to metal parts, even at high speeds 

 Helps reduce heat and friction to extend chain and bar life 

 Contains special inhibitors to prevent rust and corrosion 

 Low pour point provides trouble free operation over a wide temperature range 

APPLICATIONS: 

ECOSE® Bar & Chain Oil helps consolidate inventories and provide better lubrication performance for link chains 
(mechanical or automatic) in all climates.  It is the right choice for all makes of chain saws, motorcycles, and farm 
equipment, as well as industrial use and link chains where applications require high quality bar and chain oil. 

ECOSE® Winter Bar & Chain Oil is recommended for winter conditions when temperatures are consistently below 
0°C (32°F). It provides outstanding low temperature flow properties while providing full tackiness at normal operating 
speeds. 

Typical Properties 

SAE Grade  10 30 

Product Code Test Method 535702 535704 

Viscosity, cSt @ 40C ASTM D-445 46 90.5 

Viscosity, cSt @ 100C ASTM D-445 7.2 10.9 

Viscosity Index  117 105 

Pour Point, F  ASTM-97 -24 5 

Flash Point, COC, F ASTM-92 420 430 

Texture/Presence of Tackifier  Pass (Tacky/Stringy) Pass (Tacky/Stringy) 

 

AVAILABILITY: 

ECOSE® Bar & Chain Oil is available throughout Nu-Tier Brands’ marketing area.  Your Nu-Tier representative can 
provide specific information.  Need additional information?  Call Nu-Tier Brands @ 1-877-771-LUBE (5823) or visit  
www.nu-tierbrands.com. 
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